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Recep Tayyip Erdogan, centre left, stands beside the President of Somalia, Hassan Sheikh
Mohamud, centre right, upon his arrival in Mogadishu, Somalia, on January 25, 2015 [EPA]

Abstract
Turkey’s official relations with Africa historically have centered on North Africa, and
although the Turkish government maintains embassies in many Sub-Saharan countries,
these missions have been mostly perfunctory. Contrary to this passive approach, the
Hizmet Movement led by the cleric Fethulla Gulen has played an important role
introducing and promoting Turkey in Southern and Sub-Saharan Africa. Hizmet has
established a number of successful schools, cultural centers, and religious facilities, and
has built strong relations with local business and political elites. Consequently, the
movement has become the face of Turkey in many African countries.
The failed coup in Turkey in July 2016 has changed the political landscape in Turkey. The
governing Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi (AKP) has laid the blame for the attempted coup
squarely on Fethullah Gulen. Domestically, this has led to a large-scale purge of officials
with suspected affiliation with the Hizmet Movement. Internationally, Turkey has exerted
pressure on various countries to sever ties with the Hizmet Movement. In Sub-Saharan
Africa, the AKP is seeking to supplant the presence of Hizmet and reintroduce Turkey
from the point of view of the government.
This paper analyzes the history of Turkish engagement in Southern and Sub-Saharan
Africa, particularly South Africa. It explores the role of the Hizmet Movement and
forecasts the challenges faced by the Turkish government as it accelerates the process
of engagement with Africa. The paper argues that in order for the Turkish government to
achieve its goals in the region, it would be wise to take a non-aggressive stance towards
Hizmet in Africa.
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A history of non-engagement
Turkey’s official presence in Sub-Saharan and Southern Africa has been slight, as most
Turkish contact has been through private individuals and organizations.
Abu Bakr Effendi was the first prominent Turk to visit South Africa. He was sent to South
Africa by the Ottoman Sultan in 1862 at the request of the British Queen to help provide
education for the Muslim population, most of whom emigrated from Malaysia and
Indonesia. During his initial days in the Cape of Good Hope, Effendi encountered
resistance from local Muslims who viewed his Hanafi beliefs to be in conflict with the
local Shafi‘i school of thought. Eventually, changing patterns of immigration—especially
Muslim immigration from India—strengthened Effendi’s hand. His influence and the
proliferation of the Hanafi doctrine culminated in the construction the Hanafi Mosque in
the Bo-Kaap area of Cape Town in 1881.(1)
There are several reasons the Ottomans never ventured into Sub-Saharan and Southern
Africa. The first and most obvious reason is that the Ottoman Empire was occupied with
the governance of its large territories in Eastern Europe and the Arab world. SubSaharan and Southern Africa were simply too distant and any attempts at expansion
would have spread resources too thin. Moreover, the Ottomans lacked the deep-sea
navigational expertise to project power beyond North Africa. Indeed, according to
George Friedman’s book The Flashpoint: The Emerging Crisis in Europe, long-haul
maritime navigation by the Europeans was developed precisely to circumvent the
Ottoman domination of overland trading routes, especially the routes to India.
Secondly, Sub-Saharan Africa was very competitive terrain. By the end of WWI most
Western colonial powers had already staked claim to many territories in Africa. Because
the Ottomans did not take part in African colonization, they did not introduce their
culture in Africa in the manner that France, Belgium, or the U.K. did. Later, this lack of
familiarity and language barrier was one of the biggest stumbling blocks for Turkey to
engage in Africa.
Finally, costly wars in the 19th and 20th centuries weakened the Ottoman Empire and it
simply did not have the stamina, political will, or resources to expand. It was an empire
in retreat and decline. Furthermore, during WWI many Southern African countries were
allied against the Ottomans. Any attempts to establish relationships within Africa would
have encountered strong resistance.
After Turkish independence, domestic instabilities led Turkey to focus internally and limit
engagement to critical allies. This instability is highlighted by the fact that the military
intervened directly in Turkish politics three times, and in 1997 carried out a “post-
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modern coup”.(2) A combination of the reasons above led to limited Turkish engagement
in Africa well into he 20th century.

Two versions of Turkey in Africa
Over the last several decades, there have been two competing narratives that describe
Turkish relations in Southern Africa. The first is the narrative that describes the
embassies, which is unenthusiastic and aloof. The second is the narrative presented by
the Hizmet Movement—it is a compelling, active, and engaging narrative.
In the 1980s, Turkish-South African relations were tense. Turkey was among the first
countries to sever relations and condemn apartheid. It maintained this stance until the
South African government opened negotiations with the African National Congress in
1990. Turkey then established representation in South Africa at a consular level in 1991.
However, the mission in South Africa mirrored Turkish embassies throughout Africa,
which were mostly concerned with perfunctory bureaucratic responsibilities. The attitude
of Turkish embassies in Southern Africa could be summed up in one word:
unenthusiastic. Business, political, and cultural engagement were left to individuals and
non-governmental organizations.
In particular, the Hizmet Movement stepped forward to fill this vacuum. In recent
decades it has established some of the most successful educational institutions in many
countries of Southern Africa. For example, the South African students attending Hizmetrun Star Colleges in the country achieved a 100% pass rate on recent matriculation
exams.(3) Hizmet has also established strong business and political connections in many
African countries, particularly in South Africa. It coordinates annual tours of African
businessmen, politicians, and journalists to Turkey. These initiatives have developed a
strong partnership between the movement and political elites in Southern Africa.
Consequently, many members of the Hizmet movement have become citizens of
Southern Africa.
Recently the movement built the largest mosque in the Southern Hemisphere, the
Nizamiye Mosque complex, which has become an important landmark in South Africa.
The complex houses a clinic and a high school for more than 800 students. According to
Ali Katircioglu, the philanthropist who funded the construction of the complex, it is a “gift
to Nelson Mandela” who personally asked him to build a school and a clinic in South
Africa.(4) Through projects such as this, the movement has become renowned in South
Africa for its philanthropy and business. The promotion of education, business, and
investment has elevated Hizmet’s status in South Africa and beyond, and their path has
been eased by their strategy to remain mostly outside of politics.
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Hizmet’s African operations, however, entered a new chapter in 2016. The failed coup in
July 2016 and subsequent government clampdown on suspected “terrorists” amplified
anti-government rhetoric from members of Hizemt in South Africa. Members have
become increasingly vocal and critical of the Turkish government. These protestations
have caught the attention of the government, which is now contemplating moves to
supplant Hizmet’s influence in Africa.

Accelerating government involvement
After decades of lackluster engagement, Turkish Prime Minister Ahmed Davutoglu reset
diplomatic relations with Southern Africa in 2009. Speaking in Istanbul in October 2016,
Davutoglu reminded the audience that “it was I, when I was the minister of Foreign
Affairs of Turkey, who opened most African embassies”.(5)
Turkey can be regarded as a diplomatic late starter in Southern Africa. Tourism to
Turkey and cultural understanding of Turkey has only started gaining momentum in
recent years in Southern Africa. In the years ahead, Turkey can expect to face tough
competition in reestablishing solid relations with countries in Southern Africa.

Looking ahead: Clear opportunities, and the Hizmet question
Ankara has identified a window of opportunity for revising Turkey’s posture in Africa—a
process that will most likely commence in South Africa. South Africa is important
because it has an established Turkish community, it has strong influence in African and
international politics, and it is a promising site for investment.
South Africa is a leading advocate for inclusivity in all global multilateral platforms,
including the United Nations Security Council, so as Turkey continues to position itself at
the table of global leadership, South Africa can be an important ally.
Moreover, South Africa has shown the ability and willingness to engage in peace
processes in the Middle East, and cooperation between Turkey and South Africa could
yield important results in the search for peace in the Middle East. South Africa is the only
country outside the Arab world that has very strong relations with all factions in
Palestine. For example, recently the ruling ANC hosted Khaled Meshal, the leader of
Hamas, for talks. Furthermore, Turkey can leverage South African political influence in
the African Union as it escalates its engagement efforts in Africa.
South Africa also presents economic opportunities for Turkey. It is already the most
developed country in Africa, with very advanced infrastructure. Turkish investments can
thrive in South Africa as the country readies to embark on the ambitious National
Development Plan.
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Having said that, Turkish engagement with Southern Africa will not be without
challenges. The success of this engagement will depend on the Turkish attitude towards
the Hizmet Movement. If Turkey decides to tackle the Hizmet Movement head on as it
has done in Turkey and in other countries, it will risk alienation in South Africa and the
wider region. The Hizmet Movement is generally popular in Southern Africa, with long
standing ties to civil society and the political elite. Under the leadership of South Africa,
the region is unlikely to welcome the import of Turkish domestic problems. South African
media has already voiced support for Hizmet, including senior editors from the
Independent Group, which publishes the popular daily newspaper The Star and the
weekly Independent. These papers have taken a clear line against AKP’s persecution of
Hizmet members. Therefore, in order to engage and eventually achieve its goals in the
region, the Turkish government would be wise to employ a non-aggressive approach
towards Hizmet in Africa.
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